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Juniors
Our reaction speed increase along our age, 
between the age of 9-10 the speed of this 
developing is at peak rate. Whereas for 
coordination, agility is between 7-12. 

Martial arts training is the best tool to maximise these abilities from
this critical period, helping cultivate determination, resilience and a 
strong healthy mind. However the developing of our reactions start 
to stabilise and decrease after 25 but with martial arts training you 
can help to maintain and reduce the degradation of reaction speed 
along with compensate with other abilities to make us a well-
balanced human being. Muscle resistance, movement speed, 
efficient nervous system; awareness of our body’s centre gravity 
can all be improved. Wutan Junior Competition section aims to 
provide the opportunity to develop a productive member of our 
society during this special age that many of us wasted.

Stick Fighting
This event is designed to test the fighter’s reaction and 
movement speed. Fighters will be categorised by height. The 
pressure and desire to win will stimulate you to move faster 
than you normally believe you can.  
To win a round you must score the most points, during points 
fighting. 
The points are awarded as follows:

1 point
§	Hit to the upper leg 
§	Hit to the arms

Equipment required

	Swimming Goggles – 
      provided by Wutan
	Form Stick - Provided by Wutan

Fighters not wearing any part of the safety equipment will not
be permitted to compete. 
 

Semi-Contact Kickboxing Continuous
This event is designed to test your reaction and movement speed as 
well as the efficiency of your mind working under pressure. Fighters 
will be categorised by rank and time of training to ensure the safety 
of new fighter and fairness. To punch fast, kick fast and aim well is 
what your try to achieve, so emphasis is more on techniques than 
power. Rounds will be 1 minute continuous and the winning fighter 
will be the one first person to win two rounds. 

To win a round you must score the most points, during continuous 
fighting. The points are scored as follows:

1 point
§	Kick to the leg or head
§	Punch to anywhere except prohibited areas
§	Throwing technique in which you also 
  touch the floor
2 points
§	Kick to the body
§	Clean throwing technique which puts 
  your opponent on the floor while you 
  remain standing

Prohibited areas and techniques
§	Groin
·	Back of head, neck and throat
·	No attacking or locking of joints
·	Use of head, elbows or knees

Penalties
· Excessive use of power
·	Un-Sportsman like conduct

Incurring three penalties in a round will be an automatic win for 
your opponent, a further penalty in subsequent rounds will mean 
the bout will be awarded to your opponent. 
Equipment required	
Head guard –provided by Wutan (Full face guard optional)	
Mouth guard	
Groin guard	
Chest shield	
Shin guards	
Full Contact Gloves - Provided by Wutan

Wherever possible fighters should be using their own equipment for 
health and safety reasons, however, there will be spare sets 
available for use. Semi Contact gloves are strictly forbidden. 

Fighters not wearing any part of the safety equipment will not be 
permitted to compete.

Uniform: Wutan T-shirt or Sweat-shirt


